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Let p be an odd prime, let d be a positive integer such that (d,p - 1) = 1, let r 
denote the p-adic valuation of d and let m = 1 + 3 + 3* + .’ + 3’. It is shown that 
for every p-adic integer n the equation Cyr, X,!= n has a nontrivial p-adic 
solution. It is also shown that for all p-adic units a,, a,, a,, a4 and all p-adic 
integers n the equation Cf=, aJp = n has a nontrivial p-adic solution. A corollary 
to each of these results is that every p-adic integer is a sum of four pth powers of p- 
adic integers. 
In this paper we are concerned with the following problem: let p be an odd 
prime, let d be a positive integer such that (d,p - 1) = 1 and let f(X) be a 
diagonal form of degree d with coeffkients in the group of p-adic units. How 
many variables must f(X) have to ensure a nontrivial p-adic solution to the 
equationf(X) = n for all p-adic integers n? It follows from Theorem 1 that if 
the coefficients of f(X) are all congruent modulo the group of p-adic dth 
powers the number of variables needed is 1 + 3 + 3* + .. t 3’, where r is 
the highest power of p dividing d. (In other words, every p-adic integer may 
be written as a sum of 1 + 3 + .. + 3’ dth powers of p-adic integers.) 
Theorem 2 says that if the coefficients are arbitrary p-adic units and if d =p, 
four variables are necessary. Each of these values for the number of variables 
is best possible as a bound independent of p. A corollary to each of the 
theorems is that every p-adic integer is a sum of four pth powers of p-adic 
integers. 
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PRELIMINARIES 
Notation 
Z, = the ring of p-adic integers, 
Zf = the group of p-adic units, 
(Z,*)” = the group of dth powers in Zz, 
A, = the ring of integers modulo pk, 
U, = the group of units in A,, 
lJf = the group of dth powers in U,. 
In addition, iff(X) E Z,“[X] we will usefk(X) to denote the polynomial in 
U,[X] obtained from f(X) by reducing the coefficients modulo pk. Similarly, 
if n E Z,, nk will denote the image of n in A,. If x E Z,, V,(X) will denote the 
normalized p-adic valuation of x, i.e., the highest power of p which divides x. 
f(X) E Z; [X] is said .to represent n E Z, if the equation f(X) = n has a 
nontrivial p-adic solution. The same terminology will be used for an equation 
fk(X)=nk in A,. 
A solution x = (xi, x2 ,... ) to an equation fk(X) = nk in A, is said to be 
primitive if at least one of the variables Xi is not divisible by p. 
REPRESENTATION THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. Let p be an odd prime, d a positive integer such that 
(d,p-l)=l, r=v,(d), o,=1+3+...+3’,f(X)=C~~,~, nEZ,\{O}. 
Then f (X) represents n over Zz U (0). Furthermore, ur is best possible as a 
bound independent of p. 
Note. If d is as above, the form Xt + Xt represents 0 in Zp*. (Let 
x, = 1, x2 = -1.) 
COROLLARY. Every p-adic integer is a sum of four pth powers. This is 
best possible as a bound independent of p. 
THEOREM 2. Let f(X)=~~=, a,q E Z,“[X]. Then f(X) represents 
every n E Z,. 
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THE PROOFS 
We begin by reducing the problem to one of solving congruences. 
LIFTING THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime, d a positive integer such that 
(d,p-l)=l, r=v,(d), mEN,f(X)=Cim_,a,J$EZd[X], nEZ,. Then 
every primitive solution to f,., ,(X) = n,, , in A,.+, tiftts to a p-adic solution to 
f(X)= n. 
ProoJ This is a special case of Hensel’s lemma. See, e.g., [ 11. 
Before proving the representation theorems, we need to introduce some 
notation.Letr>l,xEA,+,. Then xp’ may be written as follows in A,, 1 : 
xpr = x + a(x) p + B(x) $3 
where a(x) = (x” - x)/p and p(x) = (xp’ - x”)/p’. (Note: a(x) E A,, 
p(x) E A,- I .) The function a(x) acts as a multiplicative derivative function 
modulo p: 
LEMMA. Let x,yEA,+,. Then a(xy) = a(x) y + a(y) x (mod p). In 
particular, a(-x) = -a(x) (modp). 
ProoJ 
a(xy) = (XY)” - XY (x” - xl 
P 
,-j+w..$x 
= a(x) y + a( y)x (modp). 
Since a(-I) E O(modp), it follows that a(-x) = -a(x). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let d E N, r = v,(d). The theorem states that every 
nonzero p-adic integer can be written as a sum of at most ur dth powers in 
2:. By the lifting theorem it suffkes to show that this can be done in U,, , . 
And since (d,p - 1) = 1, this is equivalent to showing that the representation 
can be made using p’th powers in U,., r. The proof is by induction on r. If 
r = 0, the statement for nonzero integers in A, is trivial. Assume that the 
theorem is true for k Q r - 1. Let n,,, E A,, , . By induction, n, can be 
written as a sum of at most o,.-, p’-‘th powers in U,. Since x p’+’ - =x fl 
(mod p? for all x E U,, we have 
vr--l 
n r+1= y v xp’+sp’ in U,+,U{O} where O<s<p- 1. 
i=l 
If s = 0 we are done. So assume s # 0. Since sp’ = sp’p’ in A,, , , it suffices to 
show that pr can be written as a sum of 3’p’th powers in U,,,. 
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Let q be the least positive integer such that a(q) & 0 (modp). (Since 
a(p - 1) E -1 (modp) and a(l) = 0 (modp), 1 < q <p.) Choose u E U,., , 
such that u z a(q) (modp). Define y,yz,y, E U,,, as follows: y, = u-‘q, 
y,=-(q- 1)~~‘,y3=-u-i. Then: 
y;‘+ rT’+ r;‘= (Y, + Y, + Y3) + (4Yl) + NY,) + 4YJ)P 
+ ca(Yl) + B(Y2) +P(YdP’ 
= @(YJ + 4~2) + ~Y,))P + bp2. 
We now use the multiplication lemma to show that a(y,) + a(y2) + 
a(y,) = 1 (modp): 
a(y,) = u-la(q) + qa(u-‘) - 1 + qa(u-‘) (modp), 
a(y,) = -(q - 1) a(#-‘) - u-‘a(q - 1) = -qa(u-‘) + a(u-‘) (modp), 
a(vj) = -a(u-‘) (modp). 
Hence their sum is congruent to 1 (modp), so 
fl’+J$‘+y~=p+ !p* in A,+,. 
Raise both sides of this equation to the rth power in A,, 1. The result is an 
expression for p’ as a sum of 3’ p’th powers in U,, , . This completes the 
proof of the first part of the theorem. 
To see that the value c’r is best possible as a bound independent of p, 
consider the case p = 3. There are three dth powers in A,, , : 0, f 1. So it 
takes ur dth powers to represent it = (3’+’ - 1)/2 E A,.+, and hence to 
represent 1+1.3+...+1.3’EZ,. 
We now consider a form f(X) = Cf=, a&’ E Zz[X]. If all the coef- 
ficients are congruent modulo the group of pth powers in Zp* (i.e., if 
aiuj-’ E (Zg)P for all i, j E { 1,2,3,4}) then it follows from Theorem 1 and 
the note following it that f(X) represents every p-adic integer. So in proving 
Theorem 2 we may assume that uia,:’ & (Z,*)p for some i,j E (1,2,3,4). It 
turns out that in that case we can use fewer than four variables most of the 
time. The precise statement is the following: 
LEMMA. Let f(X) = CI= 1 a&’ E Z: [Xl, where UiU,” ~C(ifp*)~ for some 
i, j E (1,2,3}. Then f(X) represents every n E Z, such that p’tn. 
Note. The final condition on n is necessary: if p = 3 and f(X) = xi + 
2X: + 4X: then f(X) does not represent 0 (mod 9). 
ProoJ Let n E Z,, where p2kn. By the lifting theorem it suffices to find a 
primitive solution x = (x, , x2, x3) to f2(X) = n, in A *. 
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For convenience, for the remainder of this proof we will assume both n 
and the coeffkients off(X) to be in A, (without using subscripts). 
We may assume a,~;’ @ Uz. Let xj = a;%. Then a$ = a;‘n + a(~;~n)p 
so we must solve 
a,xy+u,x;=-u,a(u;‘n)p inA,. (*) 
If a(a; ‘n) = 0, a primitive solution to f,(X) = n is (0, 0, a;‘n). (a(q) f 0 
(modp) if pjc so in the above situation pkn.) Hence we may assume 
a(a; ‘n) f 0 (modp). In that case, (*) has a primitive solution o 
a, X:, + a,Xi = dp has a primitive solution for some d f 0 (modp). Let 
d = a, a(al a; ‘). Since a, a; ’ 65 C$, a(a,a;‘) f 0 (modp) so d f 0 (modp). 
A primitive solution to u,Xf + uzX; = dp is X, = -1, Xz = a, a; ‘. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The only thing left to prove is that if J(X) = 
pi”= I aiX~ E ~‘p*[X], where uiuj ’ @ (Z,*)p for some i, j E ( 1,2,3,4] then 
f(X) represents p*n for all n E Z,. To do this, use the above lemma to find a 
primitive solution (x,, x2, XJ to a, q + u,X; + u,X; = -a4 in A,. Then 
(x,, x2, x3, 1) is a primitive solution to f*(X) = 0 in A,. By the lifting 
theorem it lifts to a nontrivial p-adic solution to f(X) = p*n. 
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